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When Gunnar Long is transported into the first fully-immersive virtual MMORPG, he finds himself in

a new world filled with magic, mystery, and adventure. No more 9-to-5 job. No more studio

apartment. No more reality TV. Finally, he's in a place where he can call home, a place with people

he can call friends. But as more people want to trade their real world lives to get inside Eden's Gate,

the government of the outside world wants the "game" shut down at all costs. Gunnar must learn to

survive, grow in power, and find a way to send a message back to his old home. "We're fine. We're

alive. Eden's Gate is real." Eden's Gate is a LitRPG adventure.
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I really enjoyed this book, the story flowed well and keeps you entertained. There were some

grammatical errors but the biggest problem for me was the font size of the character sheet, very

small and on a grey background. For a litrpg book it would be nice if you could read the character

sheet without having to squint over the top of your glasses to barely read the sheet. But all in all I

can recommend this book.

Not a perfect book by a long shot but when compared to most of LitRPG out there it definitely

stands out as one of the better ones.Reasons it did not get a 5 star (within the LitRPG genre) rating

is due to the MC having a hidden luck stat of 1000, the underdeveloped (not thought out) economy

considering the main purpose of the virtual world that should work for quite some time in the future,

unbalanced combat/magic system (e.g. the damage ratings on the weapons and spell descriptions



do not seem to behave consistently with the explained world mechanics), etc.Anyway.. worth a

read. Helps that the author seems to be a native speaker.

I would like to start off saying that this book is truly great. His writing style is very appealing and

draws you in. The storyline is actually noteworthy and makes you question your own choices if

faced with it. The only distracting thing was the typos or misused words. Either fire the guy who is

prove reading for you or smack him on his head to wake him up. Maybe a few more pages per book

would be wonderful too! ;pI recommend reading it even with the typos and such. He is posting

updates and has probably fixed them as people noted them.

The hook grabs you right at the beginning and pulls you into an interesting VR world. The fight

scenes were well-crafted and I enjoyed all the world building and hints at the next book.I do feel the

main character forgot why he was there and didn't stay driven enough for his initial goal, but overall I

enjoyed the story and will pick up the sequel when it's released.

Can't wait to read book 2. Thank you for an awesome read and the fantastic journey. (Filler text for

the post sorry!)

This series perfectly describes the difference between life on earth and the potential life which could

be lived within a man made reality. While focusing on an adventurer named Gunnar the real

possibilities aren't made clear until the second book. While i feel the story is progressing a little

slowly I cannot wait for each next book to be released. With the detail in the battles and the

experience that the characters go through being beautifully portrayed. I wonder how many books

there will be, or how far Gunnar will go to achieve his goals. In short Edward write until you are

happy with Gunnars character I would be happy with reading books describing battle scenes with

your words.

When I first started reading Eden's Gate, I had only read 4 books in the litRPG category. I did not

expect this to become my favorite book. The progress of the character, the challenge of the fights,

the indecision for world choices; it is an incredibly balanced book and experience. Without spoilers,

the world is staged for conflict both on Earth and Eden's Gate, and I love the dynamic and

demanding questions of conflict raised around both. Looking forward to starting the book and

reading future offerings by the author!



Gunnar isn't a perfect hero, he's not a chevalier, and he's certainly not lawful good: he's a standard

guy living in a standard world - until he logs in to Eden's Gate. The writing of this story was

enjoyable, quick paced, and believable. I found it true to life, where people make poor decisions, or

take their best interest first. It's thrilling, enjoyable, and takes you on a great ride.This is my first read

in the LitRPG genre, and I can tell you that I already purchased the second book in the series, and

I've grabbed a couple other authors as well. Nice job, Edward. I can't wait to read book 2.
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